Teachers use simulations for student motivation,
content learning, and engagement in science practices.
ARGENTA PRICE, CARL WIEMAN, AND KATHERINE PERKINS

I

nteractive science simulations (sims) have become popular
tools for science educators, and research confirms that sims
can improve student learning (Rutten, van Joolingen, and
van der Veen 2012). Over the past 15 years, the PhET Interactive Simulations project at the University of Colorado Boulder
has created a collection of 150 open (free) educational sims for
teaching science and math. It has been exciting to see teachers
bring these resources into their classrooms, now with over 100
million uses per year (see “On the web”).
PhET sims are highly flexible tools that can be used in many
ways in the classroom. Teachers new to sims may wonder how
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to get started. In this article, we turn to experienced teachers
for guidance. We share responses from over 1,500 PhET-using
high school teachers on how and why they use PhET sims (Perkins, Moore, and Chasteen 2015), and we present ready-to-use
lessons contributed to PhET’s activity database. These lessons
exemplify a variety of common, effective sim-based instructional practices.
As tools that can engage students in science practices while
simultaneously supporting their content learning, sims can be
particularly useful resources for addressing the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS Lead States 2013; Table 1).

TABLE 1

Using sims to engage students in NGSS science and engineering practices.
NGSS science and
engineering practice
Asking Questions (science)
and Defining Problems
(engineering)

Strategies for addressing this practice with simulations
Have students...
• List questions as they freely explore a simulation
• Use simulations as a starting point to generate questions for further exploration or
discussion

• Pose a hypothesis they can answer with the sim
Developing and Using
Models

• Generate rules (models) to explain behavior they observe in a simulation
• Discuss how the simulation is a model of a scientific phenomenon
• Compare data collected from the simulation model to what would be expected from
other models

• Use the simulation model as a tool to make or test predictions
• Identify and discuss simplifications or limitations of the simulation model
Planning and Carrying Out
Investigations

• Design experiments and collect data to test a hypothesis
• Collect data to determine how different variables affect a phenomenon
• Decide what data counts as evidence and how to collect it systematically in the
simulation

• Plan how to use a simulation so that they can answer guiding questions
Analyzing and Interpreting
Data

• Analyze quantitative or qualitative data collected from the simulation about how
different variables affect a phenomena

• Write down interpretations and summaries based on observations or data collected
from the simulation

• Organize data collected in ways that help interpretation (e.g., graphs)
Using Mathematics and
Computational Thinking

• Generate or verify mathematical models of relationships between variables, based on
data collected

• Create graphs of quantitative data collected from simulations
Constructing Explanations
(science) and Designing
Solutions (engineering)

• Use simulations to visualize underlying mechanisms (e.g., invisible or expert
representations)

• Summarize relationships between variables that they observed in the simulation
• Explain why systems behave the way they do, based on observations from the
simulation

• Design solutions based on evidence from the simulation
Engaging in Argument From
Evidence

• Justify conclusions using observations and data collected from simulations
• Discuss the simulation and implications in the real world
• Evaluate competing explanations or models, based on evidence from the simulation

Obtaining, Evaluating, and
Communicating Information

• Write down summaries of what they discovered through interacting with the
simulation

• Discuss information they collected while exploring a simulation
• Present about what they learned from simulations
• Create and share an informational video using the sim and their narration to
communicate science ideas

• Evaluate the validity of the simulation as a source of information: compare data
collected from the simulation model to other sources of information about the topic
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What learning goals can you address 		
with sims?
In their survey responses, teachers shared that they use sims to
address many different learning goals, often multiple goals at
once (Figure 1). Nearly all teachers use sims to help students
“visualize science phenomena or science representations” and
“develop conceptual understanding.” A majority of teachers
also use PhET sims to allow students to “engage in exploration
and discovery of ideas, or conduct science inquiry” and to “develop enjoyment or interest in science.” In open-ended responses, teachers elaborated on their goals, for example, highlighting
how visualizations help build understanding of content: “They
have a mental picture to take with them that improves understanding.” Other teachers emphasized the importance of independent inquiry: “Students can investigate how things work on
their own. It helps them develop questions and answer them
immediately.”
Many of these experienced teachers intuitively used sims to
address content, science process, and motivation goals simultaneously. In analyzing their open-ended responses about how PhET
sims impacted their students’ learning, we found these same ideas

dominated, with responses falling into these categories:
• exposure to and understanding of science (69%),
• engagement in the process of science (52%), and
• student motivation (32%).
Many teachers wrote about the interconnections between
these different goals. For example, one teacher described how
manipulating variables (science process) helps students develop
understanding: “Especially in subjects where the topic is abstract
and students can’t see or handle the material, PhET simulations
make it easier to understand because they can see and manipulate
the interactions.” Another teacher described connections between
science process, agency, and engagement: “I think they are more
engaged because each student controls how the variables will be
used, creating unique circumstances to interpret.” This approach
of building understanding while engaging in scientific practices
is an essential element of NGSS-aligned lessons.
A word cloud of teachers’ responses to how sims impact
students’ learning highlights their main points. Visualization
(“see” and “visual”) as well as conceptual understanding (“con-

FIGURE 1

Teachers turn to simulations to address a wide variety of goals.
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cepts” and “understanding”) were clearly
FIGURE 2
prominent goals (Figure 2). Elements of
the science process and motivation cateCommon themes emerge as teachers explain how PhET
gories (“manipulate,” “explore,” “experisims impact their students’ learning.
ence”) appeared as well.
Teachers identified many features that
are explicitly considered during the PhET
design process. (For more information
about the design process, see Adams et al.
2008b; Lancaster et al. 2013; Podolefsky,
Moore, and Perkins 2013). Visualizations
were a key feature, an important aspect of
which was the ability to see the normally
unseen, such as individual molecules.
Another feature was that sims allow students to manipulate variables and receive
dynamic feedback, facilitating exploration and inquiry. Teachers also described
how sims allow them to individualize
their students’ learning experience and give students control,
verse implementation options available, teachers are free to mix
which helps them develop interest or enjoyment in science. Fiand match how they use sims to best fit their class and learning
nally, teachers often mentioned the ability to overcome logistical
goals for any particular lesson.
constraints like limited time, lack of materials, and cost.

How can you use sims in instruction?
Teachers integrate sims, which are designed to be flexible, into
their classes in multiple ways (Figure 3, p. 50). Most teachers
use PhET for in-class activities or virtual labs, choosing implementations where students drive interaction with the sim and
engage in inquiry and scientific practices. In our prior research,
we found these types of implementation can be particularly effective when students are given some opportunity to explore
their own questions (Adams et al. 2008a; Moore, Herzog, and
Perkins 2013). In addition, teachers, either typically (33%) or
occasionally (50%), use PhET sims for demonstration. Demonstrations and interactive lectures can also be productive learning
methods that may be equally or more effective for certain types
of learning goals (Stephens and Clement 2015). With these di-

Sample lessons from teachers
Teachers are encouraged to share lessons they have created by
uploading them to PhET’s activity database. Here we highlight
a few sample lessons, illustrating different ways teachers are using PhET sims in their classrooms. Across these lessons, we see
pedagogical approaches that support content learning while also
engaging students in one or more of the NGSS science practices.

Using PhET as an in-class activity or virtual lab
The “Gases: Understanding Physical Properties of Gases” lesson is an example of an in-class activity in which students use
a sim as a model to solve hypothetical real-world problems (see
“On the web”). Students design experiments with the Gas Properties sim to figure out what affects gas pressure, then use the
sim to explain what’s happening in several real-world examples,

Gas Properties PhET simulation and selection from Gasses sample lesson.
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FIGURE 3

Teachers use simulations in multiple ways.
Shown are percentages of teachers who “typically” use
PhET in these ways, based on responses to a multiple
choice question. (HW: homework, IR: individualized
remediation or advancement, L+P: in lab, together with
physical equipment, CQ: clicker questions)

The “Circuit Construction Kit—Comparing Series and Parallel Circuits” lesson is an example of a lab in which students
use a sim to collect and interpret data (see “On the web”). The
Circuit Construction Kit: DC sim is an open, lab-bench style sim,
allowing students to freely design and build circuits, make measurements using the voltmeter and ammeter tools, and visualize electrons and current. In this lesson, students collect data
about voltage and resistance in series and parallel circuits, using
that data to generate rules describing the behavior of the different circuits. The teacher follows this part of the lesson with a
whole-class discussion of the rules (formulas) that describe the
behavior of resistors in series or parallel.
In the circuits lesson, students are engaged in the NGSS
practices of Analyzing and Interpreting Data and Developing
and Using Models. The models that students generate can be
used to make predictions about the behavior of other circuits.
An extension could engage students in Mathematical Thinking, having students graph data and derive or validate equations
with the sim.

Using PhET as a demonstration
The “Wave Demonstrations: Water, Sound, Light” lesson is
an example of an interactive lecture demonstration, in which
the teacher pairs sim demos with clicker questions and discussions (see “On the web”). The teacher uses the Wave on a String

such as why balloons pop if you fill them up at a low altitude
and then drive them up a mountain. The teacher who designed
the lesson used it to help students visualize and make connections between the molecular model of gas pressure and macroscopic scenarios. The teacher pairs the activity with a series of
clicker questions and discussions.
This lesson engages students in several NGSS scientific practices, particularly Planning and Carrying Out Investigations
and Constructing Explanations. Students carry out investigations of their own design to make observations about molecular
behavior that will allow them to explain macroscopic situations
in molecular terms. They also interact with the sim as an explicit model, which allows them to visualize a microscopic mechanism, thus engaging in the NGSS practice of Using Models.
In the “Swinging Physics Using Pendulum PhET” lesson,
students explain their real-world experiences while collecting
data (see “On the web”). Students use the Pendulum Lab sim to
test different ideas about what makes riding in a swing “thrilling,” including creating a model of how features of the swing
affect the thrill. Students are asked to use evidence from the sim
to make and reflect on claims about real-world swing scenarios,
engaging them in the NGSS practice of Engaging in Argument
From Evidence. They are also Planning and Carrying Out Investigations and Developing and Using Models as they use the
sim to determine the effect of different variables on pendulum
swing time and develop models to explain the behavior.
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PhET simulations: Pendulum Lab and Circuit Construction
Kit: DC.
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Additional popular PhET simulations: Gravity and Orbits, Build an Atom, and Projectile Motion.

and Wave Interference sims to demonstrate specific scenarios of
waves reflecting and interfering, and has students predict behaviors of waves in those scenarios. Clicker questions are used
to facilitate small-group and whole-class discussions.
Using the sim as a demonstration allows the teacher to set
the precise scenarios and views that he or she wants students to
notice, while allowing the students to test their predictions from
the accompanying clicker questions. During peer- and wholeclass discussions, students share and defend their reasoning,
pose questions, and evaluate evidence from sim, addressing the
NGSS scientific practices of Asking Questions and Engaging in
Argument From Evidence.

Using PhET for homework
The “Molecule Polarity” activity could be used as a homework
assignment or as an in-class guided activity (see “On the web”).
Students explore the polarity of molecules, comparing twoand three-atom molecules, then apply their understanding to
answer a molecule design challenge and predict the polarity of
real molecules. The open-ended guiding questions, combined
with the implicit scaffolding in the design of the sim (Lancaster
et al. 2013; Moore, Herzog, and Perkins 2013), provide a structure where students can engage productively with this activity
on their own. In this lesson, students engage in Carrying Out
Investigations and Analyzing and Interpreting Data in service
of Developing and Using Models.
One teacher gives her students a very simple homework assignment using the Energy Skate Park: Basics sim. The homework reads: “Explore the Energy Skate Park: Basics sim, and
write down three things you notice and three questions you
have.” This approach gives students time to explore and generate ideas at the very beginning of their energy unit. The teacher

follows this homework by having students discuss their questions and observations in small groups, then as a whole class.
This assignment engages students in the NGSS scientific practice of Asking Questions, and with follow-up discussion Communicating Information.

Using PhET sims to create NGSS-aligned
lessons
In NGSS-aligned science lessons, students make sense of phenomena through activities that engage students in all three dimensions
of these standards—disciplinary core ideas, crosscutting concepts,
and science and engineering practices (NGSS Lead States 2013).
These lessons build student mastery of the NGSS performance
expectations. While sims—with the ability to manipulate variables, build models, detect cause-and-effect relationships, access
multiple representations, collect data, and more—are poised to
support three-dimensional learning, the design of the lesson and
its facilitation is critical to achieving this goal.
An alignment of PhET sims with NGSS performance expectations is available (see “On the web”), created by a team of teachers at a PhET–NGSS workshop. Working together with this
group, we also created a guide on how to design NGSS-aligned
activities using PhET along with an exemplar lesson (see “On the
web”). The EQuiP rubric (see “On the web”) for science is a great
resource for guiding NGSS-aligned lesson design.

Conclusion
Teachers are leveraging the flexible nature of sims to accomplish a wide variety of learning goals and, in particular,
to engage students in the NGSS science practices. We hope

PhET simulations: Wave Interference, Molecule Polarity, and Energy Skate Park: Basics.
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that by sharing survey responses and activities from teachers using PhET sims, we have given you ideas for how you
could incorporate sims into your classes. Finally, we invite
you to join PhET’s teacher community and share your simbased lessons with other teachers through PhET’s activity
exchange database. ■
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ON THE WEB
PhET simulations: https://phet.colorado.edu
Alignment of PhET sims to NGSS performance expectations: https://phet.colorado.
edu/en/contributions/view/4127
EQuIP rubric for lessons and units: Science: www.nextgenscience.org/resources/
equip-rubric-lessons-units-science
Sample lessons
Gases: Understanding Physical Properties of Gases: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/
contributions/view/2830
Swinging Physics Using Pendulum PhET: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/contributions/
view/3120
Circuit Construction Kit – Comparing Series and Parallel Circuits: https://phet.
colorado.edu/en/contributions/view/5070
Wave demonstrations: water, sound, light: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/
contributions/view/3043
Molecule Polarity: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/contributions/view/3502

A guide on how to design NGSS-aligned activities using PhET along with an
exemplar lesson: https://phet.colorado.edu/en/contributions/view/3990
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